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Police is not allowing people of our area to get passport. They
are our rejecting our passport we are applying for passport but
when police verification comes then police reject our passport
many people are not allowed to make passport. Senior citizen
and children are also not allowed to make passport. I think so
passport is our fundamental right and I don't what to do police
is misusing their power please suggest what to do.
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You didn't specify the location of your area. But first raise a
RTI application to the SSP on this subject. However PP can
be denied to the people whose criminal cases are pending in
the court, but even in their cases also the accused has to take
permission from the court concerned.
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The reasons stated by you does not appears to be
reasonable. There must be a valid and justified reason for
rejection of verification of passport. You can ask the reason
through RTI qry
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No doubt that a passport is the Fundamentl right of every
Indian citizen. Police may act in the manner of rejecting
application from a paticular locality when it is sure that locality
is inhebited by Indian residents. Are you an illegal immigrant
to India? If it is not so why this question is not raiseed by any
one from your locality before any legal authority by anyone
earlier.
Provide complete and true facts
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